ABSTRACT In the process of constructing a domain semantic knowledge base based on ontologies, reusing existing domain knowledge bases not only facilitates sharing, integration, and reuse of the domain semantic knowledge base but also can accelerate the construction of the domain semantic knowledge base. The open and fast growing Freebase database is a good data source, which can be reused to construct the domain semantic knowledge base. However, extracting domain knowledge from the Freebase Resource Description Framework (RDF) dumps faces many challenges. For example, the dump package is too large to read or load; the dump package contains a lot of unnecessary and redundant facts; some ill-formed triples may cause the load to fail, and so on. In response to these obstacles and the deficiencies of existing research, this paper proposes a method to extract domain knowledge quickly, accurately, and completely from the Freebase RDF dumps and describes the domain knowledge using the semantic constructs in ontology standard description languages. Taking extracting the ontology schema and instance data of the medicine domain, including the facts pointing to semantically related domains, as an example, the principle and implementation process of the method are explained in detail and the algorithms of the key processes are described. Finally, the method of this paper is evaluated, including the comparison and analysis of related methods with work objectives, software tools used, processing results, processing performance, accuracy, completeness, and reusability.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptualization [1] . Ontologies provide a formalized method for structurally representing domain knowledge and provide reasoning capabilities. Constructing ontology can achieve a certain degree of knowledge sharing and reuse. Because ontologies have strong knowledge representation and reasoning capabilities, they have been widely used in many domains, such as Semantic Web [2] , Knowledge Engineering, Natural Language Processing, Information Acquisition, Information Integration, Biomedicine, and other domains.
Due to the professionalism of domain knowledge, at present, it is recognized that the construction of a domain ontology requires the participation of domain experts. Knowledge engineers then use ontology to model and formalize the knowledge provided by domain experts to enable the sharing, integration, and reuse of domain knowledge. And because of the complexity of the domain knowledge body, it is almost impossible to construct a domain ontology completely from scratch, and it is unacceptable in time. Almost all ontology modeling methods [3] - [8] emphasize the integration and reuse of existing domain ontologies before modeling a domain ontology. This is also in line with the purpose of ontology construction, which is to realize the sharing, integration and reuse of domain knowledge. For instance, a quick method to build an ontology is through Ontology Integration [9] and Ontology Mapping [10] . Ontology Integration refers to the reuse of the existing ontologies when building a new ontology. Most ontologies are created using other ontologies that already exist. Ontology Integration takes advantage of the existing ontologies by extending them.
Ontology Mapping is also called Ontology Alignment [11] , which refers to the process of mapping the source ontology to the target ontology through the semantic connection between two ontologies. Ontology Mapping combines two or more ontologies by Ontology Comparison. Ontology Learning [12] acquires domain ontology knowledge automatically or semi-automatically from various domain data sources. These domain data sources include structured, semistructured, or unstructured data. Although many ontology learning methods have been proposed at present, most methods are not ideal. In addition, there are some open structured knowledge bases, such as Freebase [13] , DBpedia [14] , and YAGO [15] , which are also sources of knowledge that can be considered for reuse when building domain ontologies.
Freebase is a practical, scalable, graph-shaped database of structured general human knowledge, where users collaboratively create, structure and maintain content over an open platform. Freebase data comes from a large number of high-quality open data sources, such as Wikipedia [16] , MusicBrainz [17] , WordNet [18] , and others. Freebase is an important data source of LOD [19] (Linked Open Data) project. For the construction of domain semantic knowledge bases, Freebase is a good and reusable data source. Freebase data can be used as a starting point to build domain semantic knowledge bases. However, extracting domain knowledge from the Freebase RDF [20] (Resource Description Framework) dumps on a particular domain, such as the medicine domain, will face the following difficulties:
1) The Freebase RDF dump is very large and is not convenient for storage and reading. For example, the size of the gzip archive downloaded in August 2014 was about 22GB, and the size of the unzipped file was about 250GB, which contained a total of about 1.9 billion triples; the size of the gzip archive downloaded in May 2016 exceeded 30GB, and the size of the unzipped file is more than 400GB [21] .
2) The Freebase RDF dump contains some ill-formed triples. When the Freebase RDF dump is loaded into a triple store, the loading process will be interrupted as soon as these triples are encountered. Taking the TDB store of the Apache Jena [22] as an example, if a triple's object is empty, this results in ''Unrecognized: [DOT] '' error; if a triple's predicate ID contains a ''$'' character, it will result in ''Unknown char : $'' error, and so on. These errors will cause the load process is interrupted.
3) Due to the need for knowledge representation and internal data management, the Freebase RDF dump contains a lot of facts for internal authorization management and linking to external resources, such as IMDb [23] or Wikipedia [16] . These facts mainly belong to the Freebase Implementation Domains [24] , such as ns:user, ns:base, and ns:type, as shown in Table 3 , which need to be deleted in the preprocessing stage. These facts are not what the domain knowledge base users need or care about.
4) The Freebase RDF dump also contains a large amount of semantically redundancy or equivalent facts. For example (for ease of writing and reading, the Turtle [25] [24] .
6) The resource IDs in the Freebase RDF dump are identified with MIDs, so it is difficult to identify and extract different resources based on the MIDs. Properties and classes also have corresponding human-readable IDs, while instances only have MIDs. In the triples of the Freebase RDF dump, the properties use human-readable IDs. In an ontology, all objects except literal values are called resources [20] .
7) The Freebase RDF dump is described using N-Triples [27] RDF, but some semantic description constructs (see Table 3 ) do not use the ones defined by the ontology standard description languages, such as RDF, RDFS [28] (RDF Schema), and OWL. For example, the literal values use the type definitions in the ns:type domain, and some annotation attributes use the attribute definitions in the ns:common domain.
In view of the above problems, this paper proposes an EDKFRD method, which can extract the knowledge of one or several domains quickly, accurately and completely from the Freebase RDF dumps, and use the ontology standard description languages to describe the domain knowledge extracted. To ensure the reusability, ease of use and adaptability of the EDKFRD method, the method uses shell scripts and command-line tools (for example, gzip, sed, grep, cat, etc.) available on Unix-like systems and related components provided by the open source framework Apache Jena. Only a few shell scripts and SPARQL [29] queries are required, instead of huge workload of encoding. Since there may be semantic associations between knowledge in different domains, in order to ensure the integrity and accuracy of the knowledge in the extraction domain, the extraction process gives two conventions. In order to accurately describe the extracted domain knowledge based on ontologies and avoid semantic ambiguity, semantic redundancy or semantic inference conflict, this method gives two other conventions for resource naming and property definition location in the domain semantic knowledge base.
The rest of this paper is organized as followed. Section II presents related studies and their deficiencies. Section III presents related definitions of ontology-based domain semantic knowledge bases. Section IV shows the semantic mapping between the Freebase database and the ontology model. Taking the extraction of the medicine domain and its related domains as an example in Section V, the principle and execution flow of the EDKFRD method are described in detail. Section VI compares and evaluates the EDKFRD method and related methods, including work objectives, software tools used, processing results, processing performance, accuracy, completeness and reusability. The last section summarizes this paper and puts forward further work.
II. RELATIVE WORK
freebase-triples [24] is a methodology for handling the Freebase RDF dumps. The data dump was parsed using a variety of shell scripts and command line tools available on Unix-like systems. The process includes three stages: pre-processing, extraction and query. In the first pre-processing stage, the full URL path ''http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.abc123'' is shortened to ''/m.abc123.'' This reduces the storage size of the dump package by about half. In the second extraction stage, the dump package is sliced into portions based on the Freebase schema and the RDF structure. It slices all data by domains, domain data by types and then type data by properties. Each domain that was sliced contains all the instance data of the domain, but does not include the schema of the domain. In the third query stage, a workflow was established for exploring a specific domain. It focuses on combining the triples from the slices created in the previous stage in order to reconstruct the topics in a domain. An example of how to reconstruct the schema of the domain Bicycles based on the slices is given in [24] , which describes that how to obtain the class and property objects using the property IDs, but it does not describe how to extract the declaration of these objects and all the instances in the domain Bicycles from other slices. In the third query stage, freebase-triples is still based on the command line tools to execute the complex semantic queries, so the query efficiency will be very low. Therefore, based on the freebase-triples method, you can restore the instance data relationships of a domain from the split Freebase RDF dump fragments, but it is difficult to restore the ontology schema of the domain and the instance data declaration (including the type declaration of the instance data and annotation attribute definitions).
Literature [30] illustrates a number of usability issues confronted by direct queries to the original Freebase RDF dumps, and then proposes a pipeline to extract an easy-to-use data set from the Freebase RDF dumps. It also offers a user interface for exploring and searching this extracted data set. The pipeline contains four stages. However, there are some deficiencies at each stage. In the first preprocessing stage, the raw RDF data is fully loaded into a triple store, which process will take quite a long time, especially the establishment of the index, and a huge storage space may be taken, which may affect the performance of the following SPARQL queries. In the first 3 stages, some semantic relations are omitted. However, these relations are rather important knowledge in some application scenarios. In the fourth processing stage, it is not necessary to assign a human-readable ID to each instance object with only a MID. In addition, at this stage, scores are assigned to some entities (i.e., resources) in Freebase. The score of an entity is indicating its prominence. However, Freebase describes the static knowledge in a domain, so the prominence of an entity depends on the specific application scenario. Therefore, the processing of the Freebase RDF dumps in [30] has lost a lot of valuable knowledge. And [30] has not proposed a method of extracting knowledge of one or several domains from the extracted data set.
:BaseKB [31] is a product of Ontology2 [32] . :BaseKB contains data from Freebase. It converts Freebase to industrystandard RDF, to produce a Rosetta Stone for schema.org, natural language processing and social-semantic systems. :BaseKB Now is produced weekly from the newest Freebase RDF dump and refreshingly compatible with RDF standard tools. Since :BaseKB doesn't delete some of the facts that in Freebase Implementation Domains when preprocessing the Freebase RDF dumps, the :BaseKB package remains a rather large size. In addition, the Freebase RDF dump uses some semantic constructs located in Freebase Implementation Domains that need to be replaced by the corresponding semantic constructs in OWL domains, but :BaseKB does not process them. Moreover, if users only need one or a few domains of knowledge, they still need to rely on their own to extract from the :BaseKB package.
How to quickly, completely and accurately extract the knowledge of one or a few domains from the Freebase RDF dumps, the current related work has neither completely identified the relevant obstacles nor proposed an effective method. To this end, this paper has conducted in-depth research and proposed a corresponding solution. Finally, the solution was verified and evaluated.
III. RELATED DEFINITIONS

Definition 1 (Domain Ontology Schema):
The domain ontology schema describes domain knowledge by capturing concepts, concept attributes, semantic relations between concepts, and related constraints that are commonly accepted in the domain. The domain ontology schema is O domain , which is defined as follows:
50308 VOLUME 6, 2018 Where C stands for classes, which describe concepts in a domain. A class represents a set of instances that have certain similar characteristics. For example, people with different characteristics belong to the class people. A stands for a set of attributes (also called data type properties), for instance, a person's name, sex, date of birth, height, and weight. R stands for a set of semantic relations (also called object properties). There are two types of semantic relations, i.e., taxonomic relations and non-taxonomic relations. X stands for a set of axioms, and axioms are used to define the constraints on C, A and R. For example, a person has only one date of birth, but some people can have the same date of birth; a person's biological parents are unique; the domain and range values of the property date_of_birth are people and date respectively. I represents a set of instances, which describes the commonly accepted knowledge, such as, ''diabetes'' and ''hyperthyroidism'' are instances of ''endocrine and metabolic diseases.'' The domain ontology schema usually doesn't contain instances, other than domain common sense. Nevertheless, an RDF description fragment which only contains instances is not the domain ontology schema [33] .
Definition 2 (Domain Ontology Base):
The domain ontology base consists of one or more domain sub-ontologies, which are used to describe the knowledge of a certain aspect of the domain. The domain ontology base is OB domain , which is defined as follows:
Where O i presents the i-th sub-ontology. It has been known that a single ontology cannot cover all the knowledge body of a certain domain of discourse rather than a certain aspect of domain knowledge. The division and organization of the sub-ontologies in a domain depend on the structure of the domain knowledge body, application requirements and modeling methods.
Definition 3 (Domain Instance Data):
The domain instance data is about the knowledge of the individuals described by the classes in the domain ontology base, for example, a person's basic information and health status. It is noted as I domain :
Where the element (s, p, o) represents a statement or a triple. s stands for an instance, and I stands for a set of instances. p stands for an attribute of an instance or a semantic relationship between instances. A represents a set of data type properties and R represents a set of object properties. o represents a property value, which is either an instance or a literal value. V represents a set of all literal values.
Definition 4 (Domain Instance Base):
The domain instance base is composed of one or more than one domain instance data fragments, which describe different instances, or different respects of a single instance, such as, a person's health status, research interests, hobbies, etc. The domain instance base is IB domain , which is defined as follows:
Definition 5 (Domain Semantic Rule Set):
Semantic rules are used to supplement the description capabilities of ontology description languages and are often used to describe empirical knowledge from experts. Semantic rules are typical conditional statements: if-then clauses, which permit the adding of knowledge in then portion when if portion is true. The domain semantic rule set is noted as F domain :
Where r i stands for the i-th semantic rule. The Semantic Web layer cake [33] provides a variety of knowledge representation, ranging from RDF to the latest version of the OWL and other formats, expanding expressivity at each level and allowing users to use a given representation based on the amount of semantics needed for a particular application. However, there are drawbacks such as lack of descriptive vocabulary and flexibility in expression. This situation is constantly improved by adding an additional level of expressivity based on user-defined rules. The W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) recommended semantic rule description language is SWRL [34] (Semantic Web Rule Language).
Definition 6 (Domain Semantic Knowledge Base):
The domain ontology base, domain instance base and domain semantic rule set together constitute the domain semantic knowledge base. The domain semantic knowledge base is SKB domain , which is defined by:
In reality, there is a fine line where the ontology ends and the knowledge base begins [35] .
SPARQL query language is recommended by W3C to be specifically used for the semantic layer (RDF layer) query language over the domain semantic knowledge base. SPARQL can be used to express queries across diverse RDF query tools, for it supports RDF syntax, RDF models, and RDF vocabulary [36] .
IV. SEMANTIC MAPPING
In this section, a comparison between the Freebase knowledge base and the ontology-based domain semantic knowledge base is given from three perspectives, namely concepts, knowledge representation models and semantic description constructs. A thorough understanding of these aspects will facilitate the processing and utilization of the Freebase RDF dumps. Then, the conventions of the schema definitions of the ontology-based domain semantic knowledge bases are given, including resource naming rules and property definition positions. Based on these conventions, the domain knowledge can be described more accurately, and the conflict of semantic ambiguity, semantic redundancy or semantic inference conflicts can be avoided.
A. THE SEMANTIC MAPPING BETWEEN CONCEPTS
From the definition of ontologies, we can know the philosophy behind ontologies: ontologies' cognition and modeling of the world are mainly based on the concepts of sharing and common recognition. Therefore, the core objects of the ontologies are concepts. Similarly, in order to process the Freebase RDF dumps, you first need to understand the philosophy behind Freebase, that is, related terms or concepts, and establish semantic mapping between them and ontology-related terms. Table 1 shows the semantic mapping of related terms between Freebase and an ontology.
The Freebase knowledge base is divided by domains, while ontologies can have a variety of classification methods. For example, ontologies can roughly be divided into two categories: domain ontologies and theory ontologies [37] . A domain ontology describes the classes in the domain, the properties of each class and the relationship between classes. A theoretical ontology is more abstract and smaller, it mainly describes time, space, plan, etc. In addition, the ontology can also be divided into ontologies which deal with static domain knowledge and ontologies which deal with dynamic inference knowledge [1] . Ontologies dealing with static domain knowledge can be further divided into generic ontologies, domain ontologies, representation ontologies, and application ontologies at different levels of generalization. For ontologies which deals with dynamic inference knowledge, they can be further divided into method ontologies, task ontologies and so on. m/01xljpg is the MID of an object in Freebase. In the Freebase RDF dumps, the MID is represented as ns:m.01xljpg. ns is the namespace of the Freebase knowledge. The namespace prefix declarations used in this paper are shown in Table 2 , including the namespace of the Freebase knowledge, the namespace of the ontology semantic constructs, and the namespace of the medicine domain to be extracted. 
B. THE SEMANTIC MAPPING BETWEEN MODELS
Freebase uses a data structure called a graph to model and store domain knowledge, which consists of nodes connected by directed edges. Based on this data structure, you can easily traverse the data, and can easily add new data, without changing the original data structure. For the RDF-based ontology model, the basic unit of information representation is the statement (or called a triple). With the subject and object of each statement as nodes and the predicate as a side, this form of declarations naturally forms a directed graph. Therefore, in terms of the semantic representation model, Freebase and ontologies are the same.
C. THE SEMANTIC MAPPING BETWEEN SEMANTIC CONSTRUCTS
The Freebase RDF dumps are released in the N-Triples RDF format. However, Freebase defines and uses many internal semantic constructs for the purposes of knowledge representation and internal data management. Some of these internal semantic constructs need to be mapped to the ones provided by the ontology standard description languages. Some of them may not be needed as domain knowledge and need to be eliminated during the preprocessing stage. In addition, Freebase does not distinguish between data type properties and object properties. However, ontologies need to be clearly distinguished. Table 3 shows the semantic construct mapping between Freebase and an ontology.
For the semantic constructs that describe types of resources or literal values: 1) The properties in the Freebase RDF dumps are declared as rdfs:Property or owl: FunctionalProperty types without distinction between data type properties (with type owl:DatatypeProperty) and object properties (with type owl:ObjectProperty). When extracting and modeling a domain ontology schema, you need to re-declare them based on the range restrictions of those properties. 2) For types of literal values, the Freebase RDF dumps use type declarations defined in the ns:type domain that need to be converted to the data types defined in the XML Schema.
For semantic constructs that describe properties of a resource: 1) The annotation attribute ns:common.topic. description in the Freebase RDF dumps needs to be converted to rdfs:comment in the domain semantic knowledge bases; 2) For domain semantic knowledge bases, properties defined in the Freebase Implementation Domains are no longer needed. So the triples that connected by these properties will be deleted in the preprocessing stage. Because the property ns:type.object.id establishes a mapping relationship between the resource MID and its human-readable ID, in order not to be deleted in the preprocessing stage, you need to temporarily rename it to ns:mid.id. When modeling the domain ontology schemas, the IDs of the type and property resources will use the human-readable IDs, so this mapping needs to be preserved when pre-processing the Freebase RDF dumps. Once you replace the resource's MID with its ID, the mapping relationship is no longer required.
D. RESOURCE NAMING CONVENTIONS
In an ontology, the resource IDs are identified by URIrefs (URI references) [20] , which have no semantic contribution to semantic reasoning. Semantic reasoning is based on the semantics of semantic constructs (i.e., ontology reasoning) defined in the ontology description languages and semantic rules (i.e., rule reasoning). Because in SKB domain , the size of objects in OB domain is much less than the size of objects in IB domain , which is hardly an order of magnitude. For example, a disease concept may contain thousands of disease instances. So, in general, you can take a non-repetitive, meaningful, and human-readable ID for a resource object in an OB domain . Since the size of the instance data is very large, for each instance object in IB domain , take a non-repetitive and meaningful name is very difficult. Therefore, it is possible to adopt certain coding conventions or take a non-repeating random number according to domain-specific context or application requirements. For example, in the domain of health care, disease diagnosis can be encoded using ICD-10 [38] , and clinical surgery can be encoded using ICD-9-CM [38] . Although this naming rule limitation is not necessary, this naming rule is valuable for both machine processing and human understanding. The principle of semantic description is to describe the semantics (including semantic constraints) of all objects and semantic relationships with other objects (including semantic constraints) as clearly as possible. For example, if an object property med:diseases is defined in the ontology, its domain constraint is either not VOLUME 6, 2018 declared, or declared as multiple types, such as person, symptom, and risk factor, which may lead to contradictions in semantic reasoning. That is, based on semantic reasoning, it may be considered that the concept person, symptom and risk factor are semantically equivalent, because their instances can be used as the subject of the property med:diseases.
Instances still take their corresponding MIDs in the Freebase RDF dump. Comparison of the resource description methods between the Freebase RDF dump and the corresponding domain semantic knowledge base are shown in Table 4 .
E. THE LOCATION OF THE PROPERTY DEFINITIONS
In OB domain , a concept is used to represent a collection of a kind of instances. The properties of the concept is used to describe the semantics of those instances. Object properties are used to describe the semantic relationships between instances. The concepts corresponding to the domain (rdfs:domain) and range (rdfs:range) constraints of an object property may be defined in different ontologies. Therefore, it is necessary to agree on the location of the property definitions. Otherwise, the property may be redundantly defined or the reasoning ambiguity may be caused by different property constraints.
Convention 2: If the concept corresponding to the domain constraint of a property is defined in a O domain , then the property is also defined in the O domain .
The meaning of the Convention 2 is that, regardless of data type properties or object properties, they should be defined in the same ontology with the concepts they describe (defined by rdfs:domain). The reason for this is that properties are used to describe the characteristics of instances in a collection of instances represented by a concept, so the definitions of the properties should be bound to the definitions of the concepts they describe. In some cases, it may be necessary to import concepts from other ontologies and extend their properties, but this is not a recommended practice. In any case, concepts and properties describing these concepts should be defined together as much as possible to avoid redundant definitions of the properties.
V. THE EDKFRD METHOD
Taking extracting and constructing the semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain as an example, the execution flow of the EDKFRD method is described in detail here, as shown in Fig. 1 . The method mainly includes six basic steps of serial processing, and each basic step also includes some internal serial processing. The TDB provided by Apache Jena is used here as the triple store. Jena Fuseki is used as the SPARQL server to publish the TDB store. And the SPARQL queries are performed using the SPARQL query endpoint provided by the Jena Fuseki.
A. DATA PREPROCESSING (S1)
The Freebase RDF dump is an editable text file. After decompressing the Freebase RDF dump original distribution using the gzip command, the dump file is further preprocessed using shell scripts constructed by the sed command. The preprocessing includes four processing steps: 1)
Step s1-p1: convert the representation format of the triples in the dump file from N-Triples RDF to Turtle RDF. Triples represented by N-Triples RDF in the following format:
1 The Turtle RDF representation prefixes the predefined URL namespaces in the header and then replaces the namespaces in the N-Triples RDF representation with the namespace prefixes to shorten the full URL path. File extension also changed from ''.nt'' to ''.ttl.'' Note that the unzipped original Freebase RDF dump file has no extension and should have an extension of ''.nt'' according to its triple description format. The Turtle RDF presentation format is easier to write and read. This conversion will reduce the storage size of the dump file by about half.
2)
Step s1-p2: see Table 3 , replacing the properties ns:common.topic.description and ns:type.object.id with rdfs:comment and ns:mid.id, respectively.
3)
Step s1-p3: see Table 3 , deleting triples including properties defined in Freebase Implementation Domains. These triples are not needed for domain knowledge users. With this step, the storage size of the dump file is reduced by about another half. That is, the size of the current dump file is about a quarter of the original size. No matter what kind of tools you use to process data, removing unnecessary facts speeds your operations and reduces memory requirements.
4)
Step s1-p4: delete the ill-formed triples. Loading attempts and analysis revealed that there are 5 types of ill-formed triples in the Freebase RDF dumps, as shown in Table 5 .
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As you can see from Table 5 , the properties in these triples are defined in the Freebase Implementation Domains, meaning that these triples have been removed during the delete operation in Step s1-p3. If you did not perform the delete operation in Step s1-p3, an ill-formed triple will result in a load interruption.
In addition, the following type of triples existed in the original Freebase N-Triples RDF dumps:
<http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.01_7l> <http://rdf.basekb.com/ns/medicine.drug.pubchem> 2519 . If this triple is loaded directly in the ''.nt'' file format, the error ''Illegal object: [INTEGER: 2519]'' will result in a load break. The reason is that the integer representation in this triple is not a valid N-Triples representation, but a valid Turtle representation. Integer ''2519'' needs to specify its data type explicitly in the N-Triples representation. The correct N-Triples representation format is as follows:
''2519''^^http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer Since the format of the Freebase RDF dumps has been converted in Step s1-p1, the above error will not be reported upon loading.
Before loading the data, you can use the ''riot -validate'' command provided by Jena to validate the format of the data to ensure that the loading process goes smoothly.
B. DATA LOADING (S2)
Here, using the TDB provided by Apache Jena as a RDF store (synonymous with a triple store), the TDB is a component provided by Jena for RDF data storage and querying, and can be used as high-performance RDF storage on a single machine. Of course, you can use other RDF stores, such as Mulgara [39] , OpenLink Virtuoso [40] , OWLIM [41] , and AllegroGraph [42] . The preprocessed dump file is loaded into the TDB storage via the tdbloader script command provided by Jena. Jena's tdbloader is a high-performance bulk loader and index builder.
C. STORAGE PUBLISHING (S3)
The RDF store is exposed through the SPARQL server to provide the SPARQL semantic query service for data extraction in subsequent steps. For example, the Apache Jena provides a Fuseki SPARQL server, which can run as an operating system service, as a Java web application, or as a standalone server. The Fuseki can expose the RDF store for remote access to the RDF store. In addition to program-based or command-based remote access, the Fuseki also provides a convenient SPARQL query service endpoint to directly query and update the RDF store by executing SPARQL statements directly on the provided interface.
D. DATA EXTRACTION (S4)
According to the definition of the domain semantic knowledge bases, the schema and instance data of the medicine domain need to be extracted from the Freebase RDF dump. The schema includes concepts, properties of these concepts (i.e., data type properties) and semantic relationships between these concepts (i.e., object properties) in the medicine domain. According to Fig. 1 , the extraction of concepts and instance data in the medicine domain can be performed in parallel, but the extraction of the object and data type properties in medicine domain requires the prior extraction of human-readable IDs of the other domains that have semantic relevance to the medicine domain. The following extraction process is described in detail. 1)
Step s4-p1: extract domain IDs of other domains that are semantically related to the medicine domain.
Certain instances in the medicine domain are related to some other instances that are located in other domains through object properties. The object properties may be from the medicine domain to other domains or from other domains to the medicine domain. To this end, the following conventions are made:
Conventions 3: For the semantic relations between the medicine domain and other domains, only the semantic relations that point to other domains from the medicine domain are considered and extracted. These semantic relations are defined in the medicine domain.
Conventions 4: For domains that have semantic associations with the medicine domain, only the associated resource objects (including concepts and instances) in those domains are extracted.
The property definition position of the Freebase also follows the Convention 2. According to the Convention 3 and the Convention 4, the extraction method shown in Fig. 2 is obtained. Based on the semantic construct rdfs:range filter out the property objects, based on the property IDs and the medicine domain ID (/medicine) filter out the properties in the medicine domain, and finally get the mapping relationships among the property IDs, the range MIDs and the range IDs of the range values of those properties based on the matching result pattern.
The SPARQL query shown in Fig. 3(a) is constructed based on the conditional matching pattern and the result matching pattern shown in Fig. 2 (the namespace prefix declaration is omitted here). indicates that the concept represented by the ellipse is defined in the domain pointed by the arrow. The dashed arrow connecting two ellipses indicate an object property. The initiator of the dashed arrow represents the domain value of the property, and the pointer of the dashed arrow indicates the range value of the property.
According to Convention 3 and Convention 4, the complete knowledge of the other domains that have semantic associations with the medicine domain is not drawn here, and some of the extracted knowledge is only used to ensure the integrity of the knowledge in the medicine domain. Therefore, the extracted ontology schema fragments of the other domains that have semantic associations with the medicine domain are also considered as sub-ontologies of the ontology base of the medicine domain. Because the domains have semantic relations with each other, the division of the domains has no absolute boundaries. A more accurate term for the domain ontology base is the subject-oriented or requirement-oriented ontology base. The medicine domain ontology base is composed as follows:
Step s4-p2: extract the class definitions located in the medicine domain and the associated class definitions located in associated domains.
Based on the semantic constructs rdf:type and rdfs:Class, the class objects can be filtered out. Based on the class IDs and the medicine domain ID, the class objects defined in the medicine domain can be filtered. Finally, all statements describing the class definitions in the medicine domain are obtained based on the result matching pattern. Construct a SPARQL query as shown in Fig. 3(b) based on the condition matching pattern and the result matching pattern to obtain the class definitions in the medicine domain. The medicine domain contains a total of 70 classes. The class definition file contains 2,308 triples, of which, 70 are the mapping relationships between the class MIDs and the class IDs connected by the property ns:mid.id.
When extracting the associated class definitions in the associated domains, for example, people, the SPARQL query in Fig. 3 (b) Step s4-p3: extract the object property definitions in the medicine domain.
Based on the semantic construct rdfs:range can filter out the property objects. The properties defined in the medicine domain can be filtered out based on the property IDs and the medicine domain ID. The object properties defined in the medicine domain can be further filtered out based on the IDs of the domain values of the properties, the medicine domain ID and the associated domain IDs obtained in Step s4-p1. Construct a SPARQL query as shown in Fig. 3 (c) based on the conditional matching pattern and the result matching pattern to obtain the object property definitions of the medicine domain.
A total of 156 object properties were extracted. Among them, 23 object properties were declared as the type owl:FunctionalProperty. The object property definition file contained 972 triples, of which, 156 triples were the mapping relationships between the object property MIDs and their IDs. 4) Step s4-p4: extract the data type property definitions in the medicine domain.
Based on the semantic construct rdfs:range can filter out the property objects. The properties defined in the medicine VOLUME 6, 2018 domain can be filtered out based on the property IDs and the medicine domain ID. The data type properties defined in the medicine domain can be further filtered out based on the IDs of the range values of the properties and the Freebase builtin property IDs obtained in Step s4-p1. Construct a SPARQL query as shown in Fig. 3 (d) based on the conditional matching pattern and the result matching pattern to obtain the data type property definitions of the medicine domain.
A total of 63 data type properties were extracted. Among them, 34 data type properties were declared as the type owl:FunctionalProperty. The data type property definition file contained 362 triples, of which, 63 triples were the mapping relationships between the data type property MIDs and their IDs. 5)
Step s4-p5: extract the instance data in the medicine domain.
The type of an instance object defined in the medicine domain is a class object defined in the medicine domain. So based on the semantic construct rdf:type, the class IDs corresponding to the instance objects and the medicine domain ID can filter out the instance objects defined in the medicine domain. Based on the Convention 3, define the result matching pattern to get all the statements about the instance objects in the medicine domain. Construct a SPARQL query as shown in Fig. 3 (e) based on the conditional matching pattern and the result matching pattern to obtain the instance data of the medicine domain.
The resulting instance data includes all the instance objects defined in the medicine domain as well as some instance objects from the associated domains based on the Convention 4. The instance base of the medicine domain is composed as follows:
At the postprocessing stage, the extracted object properties, data type properties and instance data are processed respectively. 1)
Step s5-p1: postprocessing of object property definitions.
First replace rdfs:Property in the object property definitions with owl:ObjectProperty. Then read the triples containing owl:FunctionalProperty from the object property definitions into a temporary file, replace owl: FunctionalProperty in the temporary file with owl: ObjectProperty, and finally merge the content of the temporary file into the object property definitions.
In an ontology, regardless of data type properties or object properties, if a property is declared as the owl: FunctionalProperty type, then the type declarations of the property will contain two facts, for example: med:medicine.survival_rate. Step s5-p2: postprocessing of data type property definitions.
The postprocessing of data type property definitions and object property definitions is similar except that rdfs:Property in data type property definitions needs to be replaced by owl:DatatypeProperty. Also, append a property declaration of type owl:DatatypeProperty for data type properties declared as owl:FunctionalProperty.
Step s5-p3: postprocessing of the instance data. The process is shown in Fig. 5 . Some instance objects in the medicine domain may be associated with instance objects in other domains. Based on the range IDs of the object properties obtained in Step s4-p1, replace the namespaces of these associated instances with the namespaces of the corresponding domains. Finally replace the default namespace ns with the namespace med for the medicine domain. For a pseudo-code description of this process, see Algorithm 1.
The algorithm EDKFRD-IP first deletes the mapping relations whose range values are located in the medicine domain or the Freebase implementation domains from the prMap. For the rest of the mapping relations in prMap, get the corresponding namespaces based on the range IDs, filter out and delete triples connected by the properties in these mapping relations from rInsDef. Replace the namespaces of the objects in the filtered triples with the namespaces of the associated domains. Append the processed triples to rInsDef. Save the processed rInsDef to pInsDef. Finally, replace the namespace ns in pInsDef with the namespace med of the medicine domain to get the processed domain instance data. This step first integrates and processes the object properties, the data type properties and the extracted classes to obtain the ontology schema of the medicine domain. Then the processed instance data and the ontology schema are integrated and processed. Finally the semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain is obtained.
1)
Step s6-p1: construct the ontology schema of the medicine domain.
The integration and processing method is shown in Fig. 6 . Based on the mapping relationships between the MIDs and the IDs, replace the MIDs with the corresponding IDs. The naming convention for the object IDs follows the Convention 1. Then delete the mapping relationships between the MIDs and the IDs. Filter out the remaining objects represented by MIDs, which are the range values of the properties. The range values are either Freebase built-in data types or defined in the domains associated with the medicine domain. Based on the results extracted in Step s4-p1, the mapping relationships of the semantic constructs in Table 3 and Conventions 1, replace these MIDs with the corresponding IDs. Finally, replace the namespace ns with the namespace med of the medicine domain. For a pseudo-code description of this process, see Algorithm 2.
The algorithm EDKFRD-DOP first merges the classes and the properties to the file do, then reads the mapping relations between the MIDs and the IDs from the do into a temporary file tmpFile, and then replaces the MIDs with the IDs based on the mapping relations and Convention 1, and finally deletes the mapping relations from the do. The method filter based on the regular expression ''ns/m\.'' filters the remaining objects represented by MIDs from the do and replaces them with the corresponding IDs based on prMap. Finally, replace the namespace ns with the namespace med of the medicine domain.
The ontology schemas for the domains associated with the medicine domain only include the associated classes. See
Step s4-p2 for the extraction method, and replace the namespaces with the ones of the corresponding domains.
Step s6-p2: construct the semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain.
This step integrates the processed ontology schemas and instance data into the semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain. Finally, the resulting semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain is composed as follows:
There is no semantic rule set F medicine for domain problem solving in the Freebase RDF dump. Fig. 7 shows the SKB medicine using Protégé 4.3 [43] . 
VI. THE EDKFRD METHOD EVALUATION
In this paper, the processing flow of the EDKFRD method is introduced by extracting and constructing the semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain from the Freebase RDF dump. This section evaluates the EDKFRD method, including comparisons and analysis of related methods with work objectives, software tools used, processing results, processing performance, accuracy, completeness, and reusability.
A. RELATIVE METHOD COMPARISON Table 6 compares the work objectives, software tools used and processing results of freebase-triples, freebase-easy [30] , :BaseKB and the EDKFRD method proposed in this paper.
freebase-easy and :BaseKB deal only with the Freebase RDF dumps and do not propose how to extract the ontology schema and the instance data for a domain from the processed dumps.
freebase-triples takes the ontology schema and instance data of the Bicycles domain as an example to illustrate how to reconstruct the ontology schema and instance data of the Bicycles domain based on the sliced slices, but no detailed extraction method is given in this paper. Although freebase-triples provides a shell script to achieve the query process, the process is very complicated.
The EDKFRD method proposed in this paper takes the ontology schema and the instance data for the medicine domain as an example to illustrate the detailed extraction and processing methods. The extracted ontology schema and the instance data for the medicine domain are described in the ontology standard description languages.
freebase-triples only converts the representation format of the Freebase RDF dumps from N-Triples RDF to Turtle RDF, and the process is relatively simple. freebase-easy loads the Freebase RDF dumps directly into RDF-3X. On the one hand, the loading process consumes a lot of storage and computing resources. On the other hand, the ill-formed triples may cause the loading process to be interrupted. :BaseKB does not convert the representation format of the Freebase RDF dumps. In addition, :BaseKB removes some redundant and ill-formed triples from the Freebase RDF dumps and does not delete the facts that are located in the Freebase Implementation Domains. So the processed :BaseKB Now dump is still large. The EDKFRD method presented in this paper first fully comprehends the concepts related to Freebase, the knowledge representation model, and the structure of the Freebase RDF dumps, and identifies the various obstacles encountered in extracting the domain knowledge from the Freebase RDF dumps and then proposes a common method to solve these obstacles.
freebase-triples is completely handled by command-line tools, python and shell scripts. The method does not use a triple store and SPARQL queries, so the process is very complicated. freebase-easy adopts a processing tool developed by customization, which makes the proposed method depend on the tool and has poor applicability. Both the :BaseKB method and the EDKFRD method proposed in this paper use open source RDF data processing tools to make the methods more adaptable and efficient.
freebase-easy loses some facts at each stage of the process, but these facts may be important in some scenarios. Although this method enhances the semantics of some entities, the enhanced results may not be needed in many scenarios. So the processed result of the method is an enriched and simplified version of the Freebase RDF dumps. The remaining three methods do not lose the knowledge contained in the Freebase Subject Matter Domains. Table 7 compares the required hardware environment, packet size before and after processing, and processing time of the above methods. Since the processing of these methods and the hardware platforms used are not the same, the comparison here is only a relative comparison.
B. PROCESSING PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
freebase-triples only converts the representation format of the Freebase RDF dumps, reducing the size of the package by about half by shortening the URL path. In addition to removing the facts from the Freebase Implementation Domains, freebase-easy loses some facts that may be important in some scenarios at each stage of processing, so the processed packet is very small. :BaseKB does not convert the representation format of the Freebase RDF dumps, just deletes some redundant and ill-formed triples, reducing the size of the processed package by about 1/3. Based on the EDKFRD method proposed in this paper, the size of the preprocessed data packet becomes about 1/5 of the original, and there is no fact that it is lost in the Freebase Subject Matter Domains. freebase-triples is based on the property IDs to slice the triples in the dump file by domains, types and properties, and the processing steps are relatively simple. However, since the method does not use a triple store and SPARQL queries, it is more complicated to extract domain ontology schemas or domain semantic knowledge bases from the sliced slices. freebase-easy directly loads the Freebase RDF dumps into a triple store, which makes the loading process takes a lot of time and resources, and affects the processing time of subsequent steps. The EDKFRD method proposed in this paper uses command line tools and shell scripts. The preprocessing time for Freebase RDF dump packages is approximately 10 minutes, and the data loading process takes approximately 3.89 hours, which take approximately 4 hours in total. Compared with the processing time of the first two steps, the processing time of subsequent steps is negligible. In this experimental environment, extracting the semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain takes about 4 hours in total. Relative to the Freebase data size and knowledge organization model, the processing time is acceptable. Table 8 compares the accuracy and completeness of the above methods, including the processed Freebase RDF dumps and the extracted ontology schema and instance data of a domain.
C. COMPARISON OF ACCURACY AND INTEGRITY
freebase-triples only converts the representation format of the Freebase RDF dumps and slice the triples in the dump file by domains, types and properties based on the property IDs, so it does not lose any information. In addition to removing the facts in the Freebase Implementation Domains, freebase-easy loses a lot of facts at each stage of processing. Therefore, the facts in the Subject Matter Domains are incomplete in the resulting data packet. :BaseKB only removes some redundant and ill-formed triples, ensuring the integrity of the facts in the Subject Matter Domains. The EDKFRD method proposed in this paper converts the representation format of the Freebase RDF dumps during the preprocessing phase, removes the facts in the Freebase Implementation Domains and some redundant and ill-formed triples, which ensures the integrity of the facts in the Subject Matter Domains. freebase-triples reconstructed the ontology schema and instance data in the bicycles domain through shell scripts. The processing is complex, and the accuracy and integrity of the results are unknown. Neither freebase-easy nor :BaseKB provide a method to extract knowledge in a domain from the Freebase RDF dumps. The EDKFRD method proposed in this paper, based on the SPARQL queries, extracts the ontology schema and instance data of the medicine domain. The extracted knowledge only belongs to the medicine domain. In order to ensure the integrity of the knowledge of the medicine domain, relevant resources (including concepts and instances) in the related domains are extracted at the same time. The statistical results of the semantic knowledge base of the medicine domain are shown in Table 9 . Table 10 compares the reusability of the above methods. Because freebase-easy uses a custom processing pipeline, its processing tools and user interfaces are difficult to reuse.
D. REUSABILITY COMPARISON
The other three methods use open source tools that are open to the public, so they are easy to reuse.
VII. CONCLUSION
Under the condition of fully understanding Freebase-related concepts, Freebase's knowledge representation model and the structure of the Freebase RDF dumps, the difficulties and the obstacles encountered in the process of extracting domain knowledge from the Freebase RDF dump are presented in this paper. In response to these obstacles and the deficiencies of existing research, this paper proposes an EDKFRD method. The EDKFRD method can extract the knowledge of one or several domains quickly, accurately and completely from the Freebase RDF dumps. And it uses the ontology standard description languages to describe the domain knowledge extracted.
The time consumption of the EDKFRD method proposed in this paper mainly occurs in the data preprocessing and data loading stages. In order to make this method universally operable, the EDKFRD method uses commandline tools commonly used under the Linux operating system and related components provided by the open source Apache Jena. It requires only a small number of shell scripts and SPARQL queries and does not require much coding development. Based on the idea of the EDKFRD method, distributed storage and distributed parallel computing can be considered in the production systems to improve the time performance.
